collective motion

collaborative lounge and tables

collective designed by CSD Studio
Collective Motion conveys a purely modern aesthetic, enhancing lounge and meeting environments. The armed, armless and asymmetric lounge forms paired with privacy, huddle and occasional elements are accentuated by a refined mix of materials.
Technology solutions are addressed through media consoles with concealed storage and central power/data.
collective motion

Flexibility realized through accessories

Ottomans, tables and marker boards are easily rearranged into an array of configurations. The coveted mobile mini stool is light-hearted and fun, perfect for small meeting arrangements or as a rotateable guest option.
Mobility of modern elements is reinforced by pairing slider glides with casters. Practical features such as a linear handle, pivoting table and multi-use shelf enhance the functional design.

Part of a comprehensive family, Collective Motion is designed to be paired with offerings from Collective Office, Conference and Presentation to expand its uses and solutions for settings from private office to open-plan teaming, informal collaboration to formal conference.
Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture. These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.

Two distinct styles marry into one inimitable personality. Media consoles, privacy screens and huddle tables with writable worksurfaces encourage collaboration and teamwork. Lounge elements such as the precisely designed occasional tables add prestige to waiting areas. Mix and match for diversity and functionality.
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die cut holes and folds should match previously printed brochures to fit in binders appropriately.
The earlier version of the SOL is on a hidden layer in case they are needed, otherwise they do not print.